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I. INTRODUCTION 
 
Corrosion rate and reaction kinetics of metal-electrolyte interface are surveyed 
experimentally by electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) and are modeled by an 
equivalent electric circuit [1]. Model building requires noticeable skill on the corrosion 
physics and is carried out by expert personnel [1]-[5]. Experts try to fit the experimental 
EIS Nyquist plot by three steps: (i) modelling: an equivalent circuit model for the examined 
corrosion phenomena is built on the basis of the measured EIS data and relevant 
electrochemical knowledge; (ii) identification: the parameter values of all components in 
the circuit are determined by curve-fitting, e.g. by software packages such as Z-ViewTM [6]; 
(iii) interpretation: parameters of the electrode reaction kinetics and physics are evaluated 
according to the model circuit structure and components. Among these steps, building a 
suitable model is the most crucial.  
For complex corrosion phenomena, nonlinear least-square methods require the users to 
have abundant electrochemical professional knowledge and research experience, which 
limits their application range in some degree. Other problems arise from the sensitivity to 
initial values, the difficulty of computing the partial derivative expression of each 
parameter, and the great likelihood to trap into local optima. 
The problem of equivalent electric circuit modeling and identification has been faced 
successfully through genetic programming [19]. In this evolutionary technique [12], 
possible solutions of the problem evolve such as a population of individuals in natural 
environment. The theoretical bases of evolutionary programming were coded by Holland 
[20] in genetic algortihms (GAs) concepts inspired by Darwin's theory of evolution. 
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Algorithm starts the search with a set of possible solutions (population), each one 
represented as a pool of chromosomes. Most promising solutions from one population are 
taken and used to form a new population. This is motivated by the hope that the new 
population will be better than the old one. Solutions which are then selected to form new 
solutions, their offspring, are selected according to their “fitness”: the more suitable they 
are to solve the problem, the more chances they have to reproduce. This is repeated until 
some conditions, e.g. number of populations or improvement of the best solution, is 
satisfied. Usually chromosomes in GAs are represented by real or binary number encoding 
solution characteristics. Genetic programming employs a different kind of chromosomes, 
represented by functions, constituting sub-models. Each function constitutes a simple 
block to build a more complex individual, i.e. a more suitable solution to the problem of 
analytical modelling. 
However, though such an approach showed satisfying capabilities of scanning large 
solution spaces, GA involves an intrinsic resource waste [20]. Such as in natural evolution, 
a lot of useless solutions are created at each generation by the genetic alterations in the 
effort of finding the most suitable one. In recent soft computing applications, this problem 
has been faced by cultural algorithms (CAs) [21]-[24]: during the evolution, the information 
on the search advance acquired by most promising individual is shared with the entire 
population of potential solutions and stored also for next generations. This goal is achieved 
by means of a dynamic mechanism (belief space) for information selecting (best solution 
acceptance), processing (knowledge update), and diffusing (evolution influence).  
In this work, a CA-based approach to the automatic modelling problem of corrosion EIS 
data is proposed in order to overcome efficiency and accuracy problems of Genetic 
Programming. A Cultural Program (Cultural Hybrid Evolutionary Modeling Algorithm for 
Corrosion, CHEMACorr), exploiting the belief-space structure to drive model evolution 
suitably, is proposed. In particular, in Section II, the proposed approach is detailed, and, in 
Section III, preliminary results of its application to simulated EIS corrosion data inside the 
framework of research projects [27]-[29] are discussed.  
 

II. THE PROPOSED APPROACH 
 
Building an equivalent circuit model for EIS-based corrosion analysis involves not only the 
definition of the circuit topology, but also the determination of the values of all its electric 
components. In particular, the impedance spectrum is quite sensitive to these values. 
Thus, appreciable results are obtained only if these values are found separately from the 
topology. 
With this aim, modeling automation is approached by CHEMACorr at twofold CA-based 
levels: modeling and identification (Fig. 1). CHEMACorr processes the experimental data 
to be modeled in order to provide the equivalent circuit model best fitting them. A 
population of circuits (solution models) evolves according to CA-based evolutionary 
programming rules in order to define the equivalent-circuit model.  
CHEMACorr exploits Gene-Expression Programming (GEP [18]) for defining the model in 
order to avoid the major drawback of traditional genetic programming: the superposition 
between spaces of genotypes (the specific genetic makeup of an individual, usually in the 
form of DNA) and phenotypes (either the individual total physical appearance and 
constitution or a specific manifestation of a trait, such as size or eye colour, that varies 
between individuals). In GEP, this drawback is overcome by fixed length chromosomes, 
where the genotype and the phenotype are separated. The individuals are encoded as 
symbolic strings of fixed length (the genotype), which are then expressed as non-linear 
expression trees of different sizes and shapes (the phenotype). With this structure, GEP 
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Fig. 1. CHEMACorr structure. 

can use any genetic operator without restrictions, because any offspring consists in a 
syntactically correct program.  
In CHEMACorr, the GA of the GEP block acts as the population space of a CA, with the 
evolution driven by a belief-space structure. Moreover, during the evolution for defining the 
model, a second CA for identifying the model candidates is exploited. Thus, with respect to 
state-of-the-art solutions, accuracy and efficiency performance is improved at twofold 
levels: (i) in modeling, by a belief-space structure, giving rise to a Cultural Program, and (ii) 
in identification, by using a CA. 
Consequently, CHEMACorr is structured in two main blocks (Fig. 1): (i) the GEPCAMI 
(Gene-Expression Programming via Cultural Algorithms for Modeling and Identification), 
and (ii) the CuPBeS (Cultural Program Belief Space).  
 
A. The GEPCAMI  
 
This block is divided in two main parts (Fig. 1): (i) GEPMoC, Gene-Expression 
Programming for Model Creation, and (ii) CAMI, Cultural Algorithm for Model Identification. 
GEPMoC is based on a population of circuit models gi. It evolves according to typical 
mutation functions of GEP, such as reproduction, elitism, one-point or multi-point 
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crossover, and so on [18]. Each circuit model is formalized by means of a fixed number of 
genes, each of them composed by a fixed number of chromosomes. The length of a gene 
is equal to 2h+1 where h is the length of the head of the gene. A chromosome represents 
a connection or an element of a circuit model. The circuit connections are serial (coded as 
+), or parallel (coded as -). They link different elements such as resistance (R), inductance 
(L), capacity (C), and constant phase element (CPE). The impedance of a constant phase 
element CPE (w,n) is calculated as [1]: 
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When n is 0.5, the equation is the Warburg impedance, caused by the semi-infinite 
diffusion process. 
Thus, as an example, a simple circuit (Fig. 2a) is formalized by means of a binary tree 
(Fig. 2b), and is represented as a character string (Fig. 2c). Usually, GEP genes have non-
coding regions downstream the gene’s end [18] (“#” in Fig. 2c). A connection at the end of 
the individual allows different genes to be linked in order to build a more complex circuit. 
Therefore, for each individual of the population, an electrical circuit is defined and a 
corresponding Nyquist diagram can be plotted. 
CAMI (Fig. 1) identifies each circuit model created by GEPMoC on the input experimental 
EIS data. The search for best-fit numerical values of circuit components is optimized by a 
CA [23]. With this aim, for each input circuit, a population of corresponding candidate 
numerical values is created (circuit parameter space of Fig. 1). For each identified circuit 
model, the following vector is computed: 

22 )Im()Re()( iErriErriN += ,     (2) 
where i is the number of frequency points, and ErrRe and ErrIm are vectors composed by 
percentage errors between current and reference experimental spectra, on real and 
imaginary parts, respectively. Therefore, this population evolves by minimizing the fitness 
function max(N).  
After a fixed number of evolution cycles of the population, best identified models are 
extracted in order to be organized in knowledge domains. Theirs characteristics act on the 
population space with the use of mutation functions called influences (bottom accept 
function of Fig. 1); being mutated, the population space is ready for another evolutive 
cycle. The obtained best individual gi

opt for each i-th electrical circuit is a vector composed 
by numerical values of the input circuit topology gi.  
The optimized parameter set gi

opt is sent back to GEPMoC (bottom influence function in 
Fig. 1) and the evolution restarts. After a given number of times, GEPCAMI classifies 
identified model of equivalent circuits according to their best fitness. The accept function 
(top of Fig. 1) takes a given percentage of the best individuals, in order to extract the best 
characteristics for the CuPBeS block. 
 
B. The CuPBeS  
 
The CuPBeS block (Fig. 1) extracts characteristics of most promising solution candidates 
to the modeling problem in order to share them with all the individuals of new generations 
in the GEPCAMI. With this aim, it is divided into four knowledge domains: (i) situational, (ii) 
topographical, (iii) historical, and (iv) normative  [23].  
In the situational knowledge domain, the best model found in previous evolution cycles of 
GEPCAMI is stored. The influence function is (top of Fig. 1) mutates the GEPCAMI current 
population in order to obtain a new one according to the following rules:  
(i) two random individuals are chosen from the circuit population; 
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Fig. 2. Coding of a 2-genes individual: (a) 
model, (b) expression tree,  

and (c) character string of a circuit. 

(ii) each chromosome is compared with the Situational Knowledge homologue 
chromosome;  

(iii) if they are equals, the electric component is not changed and is stored in the new 
individual homologue chromosome of the population, while its parameter value is 
calculated with a differential evolution technique [23],[24]; 

(iv) if they are different, the new electrical component and its numerical value are 
assigned randomly. The update function us compares the best individual with the 
current one and, if better, stores it in the domain.  

In the topographical domain, a map of the solution search space is stored. The knowledge 
is organized as a 2-D matrix of circuits and a 3-D matrix of numerical values with theirs 
ranges. As for the situational domain, the function topographical influence it (top of Fig. 1) 
generates a population from the current one. Different circuits of the population are 
compared and theirs spaces are adjusted suitably by the differential evolution technique. 
In the historical domain, best individuals, found in the past GEPCAMI evolution cycles are 
stored, in order to recover previous good candidate solutions. Moreover, by identifying 
position patterns of local optimal solutions, CHEMACorr is capable of avoiding them. In 
fact, if a model remains as the best one for a given number of GEPCAMI generations, 
CHEMACorr could be trapped in a local optimum, and this solution is stored in order to 
avoid it in future. By carrying out a fixed number of random mutation cycles, CHEMACorr 
tries to find another optimum solution and escapes from the local optimum. The structure 
of the historical knowledge is analogous as the topographical one. The influence function ih 
(top of Fig. 1) increases the diversity of the population by injecting randomness to avoid 
local optimum traps. The update function uh (top of Fig. 1) adds any local optimum found 
during the evolutionary process to a suitable list, with aims analogous as the topographical 
update. 
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In the normative domain, knowledge about electrochemical corrosion physics are stored 
as constraints on the space of possible solutions. Such a domain is created by coding 
suitably knowledge provided by expert personnel. The constraints limit the individual 
evolution by division of the infinite solution space in three zones: (i) feasible, (ii) 
semifeasible, and (iii) infeasible. After the accept function takes a subset of possible 
solutions, individuals feasible and semifeasible are preferred and stored in the other 
domains. The influence function in (top of Fig. 1) selects mutated populations in order to 
preserve only feasibles and semifeasibles solutions. 
After influence mutations, individuals tournament selection is applied in order to choose a 
new evolving population. Each individual is randomly compared with others and, after a 
fitness based classement, feasibles and semifeasibles ones are stored as the new 
population. 
 

III. SIMULATION RESULTS 
 
Performance of the proposed approach was assessed by comparing the analytical model 
generated and identified automatically by CHEMACorr with a reference model of a 
simulated case study of corrosion.  
The EIS simulation data set based on the equivalent electric circuit shown in Fig. 3a was 
employed to assess performance of CHEMACorr.  Equivalent circuit is composed by 
typical parameters such as electrolyte resistance, the first resistance, and surface 
concentration of the adsorbed intermediate, the R and CPE parallel.  
CHEMACorr was implemented in MatlabTM 7.0.1. The parameter settings were:  

(i) GEPMoC: h = 8; number of genes = 2; population size = 150; and CHEMACorr 
cycles = 10;  

(ii) CAMI: population size = 300; GA cycles = 20; CAMI cycles = 10; accept 
percentage = 20 %; crossover percentage = 90 %; and mutation percentage = 
10 %. 

Individuals composed by two genes were employed in order to face the complexity of the 
equivalent electrical circuit modeling. 
The obtained mean percentage errors between CHEMACorr and reference spectra were 
computed as the mean error on the impedance real (MER) and imaginary (MEI) parts, and 
the mean error on the norm (MEN).  
The corresponding equivalent circuit model is shown in Fig. 3b.  
In Fig. 4, results of CHEMA run as a Nyquist diagram, compared with the reference EIS 
data, are shown. The best individual found with CHEMA run was: 
 

++-R(987 Ω)-R(8 kΩ)C(1 µF)+R(2 kΩ)P(106, 0.6)L (11 µH) 
 
Error results were less than 1% for all kind of mean error (MER, MEI, and MEN) and 
demonstrate CHEMACorr to be able to model and identify a really good fitting circuit. 

               
 

Fig. 3. Reference (a) and CHEMACorr (b) equivalent electric circuits. 
(b) (a) 
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Equivalent electric circuits could be quite different as for the topology as for numerical 
parameters. In fact, a Nyquist diagram can be produced by a lot of possible electrical 
circuit. Circuit in which changes are least, simplest, or closest to theoretical expectations 
should certainly preferred. 

 
Fig. 4. CHEMACorr results compared with reference EIS data. 

Generally, better modeling results could be achieved by the use of a bigger number of 
individuals and evolutionary cycles, but time computation arises excessively. The choice of 
a satisfying trade-off between these opposite constraints has to be analyzed. Time cost 
could be reduced by means of algorithm optimization, such as the tuning of evolutionary 
cultural pressure which is still under progress. 
 

IV. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
 

An automatic analytical modeling of electrical circuit based on Cultural Program 
(CHEMACorr) was proposed for automatic diagnosis of electrochemical corrosion kinetics. 
CHEMACorr is capable of modelling automatically an equivalent electrical circuit by fitting 
a Nyquist diagram according to rules imposed by electrochemical corrosion phenomena. 
In particular, faster and better optimal solutions are found (i) in model definition, by means 
of a Belief Space (CuPBeS block) added to a Genetic Program to build a Cultural 
Program; (ii) in model identification, by means of a Cultural Algorithm for the model 
identification (CAMI block), by avoiding intrinsic resource waste typical of genetic 
algorithms; and (iii) in physical interpretation, by means of a normative domain in CuPBeS, 
filtering solutions without a physical electrochemical meaning.  
At to date, CHEMACorr has been tested in simulation by showing promising performance 
in analytical modeling dynamic corrosion phenomena automatically. Future works will 
consider more comprehensive performance characterization as well as on-field data 
validation for several experimental case studies. 
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